Fall 2022

T h e To p N u i s a n c e Wi l d l i f e
Climate and location play a role throughout the year...
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limate and location can
determine which wildlife is
the biggest nuisance. Here
are some of the most common
nuisance wildlife, especially in the
Fall.
RACCOONS are nocturnal
mammals with seven species, most
of which live on tropical islands.
Here, the northern racoon are
clever, with nimble hands and are
intelligent problem solvers. They
open latches, turn doorknobs,
climb, swim and run quickly.
SQUIRRELS are divided into
three categories: tree, ground, and
flying. Species categorized in all
three have the capacity to cause
destruction. Some of the more
common include fox, Eastern Grey
and red.
SKUNKS which can be found
through the continental U.S., are
known for their acrid, pungent odor
and black and white stripes. Their
musk, produced by a pair of anal
scent glands, can be smelled far
away. Nocturnal and omnivorous,
they eat many foods, such as small
insects, amphibians, rodents and
garbage.
BIRDS feed on insects, rodents,
worms, fish and many other
animals. Aside from pigeons,
sparrows and starlings, most birds
are afforded considerable protection
by laws, regulations and public
sentiment.
MOLES are mammals of the order
Eulipotyphia, which includes

hedgehogs and shrews.
Subterranean by nature, they’re
solitary creatures than can be found

throughout the U.S. Their tunneling
habits mar yards, gardens and
farms.
More than 40 BAT species
(Chiroptera) species exist in the
U.S., and nearly 1,000 different
species live in the world. Although
bats can spread disease, their
existence is beneficial to humans
and the environment. While some
feed on nectar, other small
mammals, fish, or blood, most are
insectivores and maintain a diet of
night-flying insects.
POSSUMS are the only marsupials
native to North America, where
they thrive in wooded and suburban
areas east of the Rocky Mountains.
The nocturnal mammals eat almost
anything, including garbage,
roadkill, rotten fruit, grass, insects,
birds, and snakes. They have a
reputation for playing dead by
curling on their back, sticking their
tongue out, squirting foul fluid
from their anuses and staring into
space when confronted by
predators. They also attempt to
scare predators by baring their teeth
and hissing.
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A N T T I P S A N D T R I C K S F O R FA L L
Ant calls can heat up as things cool down. Here are
some tips and tricks to treat ants:
•

•

Correct identification is essential to proper
treatment. If you are not sure, ask other
technicians for their feedback.

•

In addition to a perimeter spray, apply a proactive
perimeter treatment with a long-lasting granular
bait, and repeat quarterly.

•

Suggest to customers with issues that they trim
foliage touching the structure, and sealing
potential entry points around doors and windows.

Inspection should be part of every routine service,
not just when customers call about ant problems. •

•

Document everything you see during an
inspection, it will help you make treatment
decisions.

•

One trick to enhance performance of a liquid
concentrate is to bait within the treated area. This
will increase the number of ants that contact the
treated surface, as well as the duration of the time
they stay on the surface.

•

Post-treatment monitoring is key to achieving ant
control in many situations.

•

Most species nest outdoors, so treating them there
before they get inside is the best strategy.

•

And management should be focused on colony
management. The workers you control today will
be replaced if you limit your control efforts to just
worker ants.
Some species will invade a home during the fall to
forage for food. Look in areas where there is
water, as
they need a
water source:
kitchens,
bathrooms,
along water
pipes and
boilers.

DO YOU GET KPCA EMAIL NEWS?
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WHY DO STINK BUGS
STINK?
Stink bugs smell, well,
bad. And one species, the
brown marmorated stink
bug has become increasingly common in recent years.
But why do they stink?
How do they make that
stink? Are they dangerous?

DRONES IN PEST
MANAGEMENT

Stink bugs are a family
of insects consisting of
thousands of species around the world and more than
The use of drones has taken off, and not just for
200 species in the United States. The most common fun. More than 400,000 are currently registered
species found in a home is the brown marmorated stink with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
bug, or BMSB. While native to Asia, it has been found
in the U.S. since the 1990s. It’s a widespread nuisance for commercial use in the United States.
in homes that appears to now also be in many crops.
Pest Management Professionals are no using
Most do not sting or bite to defend themselves. drones as a safe alternative to climbing ladders
Instead, they produce a foul odor as adults and juveniles during inspection processes. They fly drones
to discourage predators. Very few predators want to eat equipped with cameras over roofs of commercial
something that smells awful.
and residential buildings to look for damage
They are not dangerous, but can produce skin caused by wildlife and infestations of dangerous
irritations for some people. They are not toxic. They do pests, such as stinging insects.
control when they release the chemicals that produce the
namesake stink.
Entomologists are taking advantage of
Stink Bugs have specials glands in their thorax filled technology to find and monitor pest habitats,
with a chemical cocktail that produces a mix of odors. distribute insecticides and pheromones, and release
They release the chemicals onto a rough part of their beneficial insects to help control agricultural pests.
exoskeleton called the “evapatorium.” The shape and
texture o the evapatorium helps the chemical evaporate The FAA regulates the use of drones for
more easily, quickly spreading the scent.
commercial and recreational purposes, and
Lots of bugs, including everything from giant water requires a license to operate them.
bugs and water striders to assassin bugs and leaf-footed
bugs, produce stinky scents. But stink bugs are Kansas State University, through a program based
especially stinky. Some bugs, like the boxelder bug, in Salina, offers Uncrewed Aircraft Systems
look similar to stink bugs but don’t stink at all.
Training (UAS). This program can be used by pest
As adults, stink bugs spend the winter in secluded management professionals to learn to use drones,
spaces. In nature, this is usually under bark or other and get licenses in their use.
hidden places. But human homes are preferred.
If interested, you can get more information at
In the fall, homeowners may find an abundance of https://www.salina.k-state.edu/research-training/
these bugs entering homes to look for hibernation spots. applied-aviation-research-center/training/
GET MORE INFORMATION AND INDUSTRY UPDATES AT:
www.kansaspest.com
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PESTS AND THEIR BITES
BED BUGS: Itchy red bumps in clusters or lines
in unclothed areas.

SPIDERS: Single wound in an area where
clothing binds tightly; think skin is more likely to
be envenomed than calloused skin.

FLEAS: Irregular groups of red,
swollen marks with a small,
distinct point in the center and
located under loose areas of clothing (lower legs and waist).
LICE: Scratched skin, identified by examining
clothing seams and hair for lice and nits.
MOSQUITOES: Soft, pale, itchy bumps
scattered where two skin areas may touch or rub
together and areas under tight clothing.

TICKS: Painless red, small, raised
swelling areas with or without
itching, usually discovered in
protected sites (hair covered
regions), particularly during spring
and summer.
Do not let bites go untreated. Treat with topical
ointments. If a bite looks to be getting worse in a
short amount of time, consult a doctor
immediately.
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MASTER TECHNICIAN
PROGRAM

Returning Fall 2023

The KPCA Master Technician Program is one of only a few
of its kins in the United States. It is also an intensive, hands-on
program.

TERMITE
TREATMENTS
Keep in mind these important thingsto-know when doing termite treatments:
•

Label is the law. Pesticide labels
ensure pesticides are handled
responsibly, and the violation of
label directions and requirements
can result in severe penalties.

•

Prep is Key! Preparations to treat
a structure starts with
understanding the contract you
have made with the customer.
Make sure you know when you
are treat, the scope of work
promised and if you will need to
provide pre-notification.

•

On site, before you start
applying, checkout the layout of
the area, any safety hazards in
your path, the best path to use to
treat and that the conditions are
correct for an effective treatment.

•

A final inspection is not just
essential, but for liquid treatment
it is the law. Do a final
inspection to make sure no
off-target application has
occurred.

•

Follow ups is important. Any job
should have a follow up, but
especially if it has been promised
to the customer or is part of the
contract. Ignoring a promised
follow-up will lose you
customers.

Due to Covid-19, holding the program was difficult the past
several years as we worked through public health protocols and
made an effort to be responsible in keeping you safe.
The program is returning in Fall 2023! We are working with
instructors now to lock in dates and subjects.

For those who have the designation, we have provided
everyone an extension on the renewal deadlines. So your
designation has not expired!
For those who want to go through the program, we look
forward to the programs return soon.
You can get updates and additional information at
www.kansaspest.com
More than 60 Pest Management Professionals in Kansas have
earned the Master Tech Designation.
This designation can be helpful in letting customers know
your expertise is a step above the competition.
All classes are held on the campus of Kansas State University
in Manhattan.

FUN FACT:
All spiders are poisonous! But
only a few, like Brazilian
Wanderer, Brown Recluse & Black
Widoe are dangerous or lethal.

NEED CEUs?
Visit www.kansaspest.com for online and in -person events
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Technicians, This One is For You….
Moving up in the company can be hard. But it can be done.
If you are working some place where management
is happy with where you are and what you are making,
then you might be stuck. But if you are working in a
growing company that wants to provide opportunities,
here are some things you should be doing:

Keep reading the labels of the pesticides you use. It
is astounding the information you will find there. And
it has probably been a while since you have really
taken a look at some of those labels. Read them top to
bottom.

Read all the industry magazines you can. There is
Pick a few pests that really interest you, and try to
great information in them by experts in the field. Even become an expert on those pests. That knowledge will
if the article is on something your company does not
help others, help the company and help you stand out.
treat, it will still broaden your knowledge.
Ask for a meeting with your company manager or
Use the internet correctly! Each week, pick a new owner once you have done some of these things. Tell
pest and look it up. What are the habits? Where do
them what you have been doing to be a better
they live? What do they eat? Best ways to treat? Even technician, and let them know that you are invested in
if you know a lot of the information, you will likely
yourself and in making their company better.
gain some new insight.
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The work of KPCA is
assisted by standing
committees, each
responsible for specialized
goals. The committees work
with staff, and under
direction of the KPCA
Board of Directors.

KPCA has multiple training
opportunities that provide
CEU credits.
Check out the full calendar
and all the information at

kansaspest.com
Looking for a specific
category of CEU training?
Contact us at
kansaspest@yahoo.com or
785-271-9220

KPCA Membership run July 1 to
June 30 each year.
It’s time to Renew!
Visit www.kansaspest.com to
renew online or
download the form
Questions?
kansaspest@yahoo.com
785-271-9220

KPCA cannot thrive without the efforts of volunteers.
Committee members gain experience and insight into
KPCA, as well as help the industry and your company.
Please consider making an important contribution to the
future of KPCA and Pest Control Industry by offering
your time and expertise on one of our committees.
If interested, contact Spencer Duncan at 785-271-9220
or kansaspest@yahoo.com

Education & Training
This committee
recommends and plans
education programs to
further professionalism of
the industry. It is creates
the agenda for the State
Conferences, and other
training sessions.
Government Affairs
This committee monitors
legal, legislative and
regulatory matters
pertaining to the industry
and works to maintain
good working
relationships with
government entities.

Membership
This committee recruits
new members and helps
retain current members
by promoting the benefits
of KPCA membership.
In addition, this committee works to identify new
benefits to offer.
State Fair
This committee helps
to plan the booth
KPCA has each year at
the Kansas State Fair
in Hutchinson in
September.
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Finding the Right Wildlife Employee
Hiring employees in a tight job
market is a challenge. Even harder:
finding people who are a good fit
for wildlife control services.

licensing support.
Having
certified
wildlife
professionals is key in marketing
the service. Providing ongoing
training and education, however, is
challenging. In fact, employee’s
lack of knowledge of wildlife pests
is a number one
challenge for
companies offering the service.

The best wildlife employees are
curious problem solvers and
committed to customer service.
They also can’t be afraid of getting
on ladders or roofs.
Wildlife control is much
different then other work, which is
often done on the ground. Wildlife
work
can
involve
caulking
rooflines, screening roosting areas
and vents, and sealing points of
entry.

Safety training should be a
high peak on a house, so those
major
focus. Wildlife professionals
costs can be built into a job
need to be able to handle, follow
estimate.
and use personal protective
Having mechanical abilities is a equipment.
help, along with knowing hot to
That is especially true when it
handle a drill or to screw in
comes
to ladders. When someone is
hardware cloth, and having an eye
It helps if they enjoy the to say, “is this aesthetically up on a ladder they’ve got tether
outdoors and outdoor activities. pleasing or does this look like an themselves so they don’t slip and
Having a background in trapping is ugly patch job?”
fall off.
also a great skill to bring to the job.
Statistics do show that injuries
Having proper licensing is a
Good wildlife technicians are must. Most employees don’t have for those who work in wildlife
able to recognize in advance the wildlife licenses before joining a control are about the same for those
type of special equipment needed company. You need to be prepared who work in other areas of pest
for a job, such as a lift to reach a to help provide this training and management.

A Few No-N0’s

•

Don’t forget to say “Please” “Thank You” or
“you’re welcome”

•

Don’t hold side conversations with other employees while talking to a customer - in person or on
the phone.

•

Don’t use too much industry jargon or acronyms
when talking to customers.

•

Don’t hang up on angry customers

•

Don’t use foul language with customers.

•

Don’t ignore phone messages. Return all calls.

•

Don’t put a customer on hold without asking them
first, as a courtesy. Very few people say no.
•
Don’t put a caller on speakerphone with asking it
it’s OK and telling them first.
•

•
•
•

Don’t eat, drink or chew gum while talking with
customers—in person or on the phone.
Don’t take a personal call or look at texts while
speaking with a customer.

•

Don’t ask customers to call back when “it’s less
busy” Most of them won’t!
Don’t rush customers, forcing them off the phone
or out the door.
Don’t admit to customers that you “don’t really
like your job.” This makes the entire company
look bad, and they won’t want to work with you.

GET MORE INFORMATION AND INDUSTRY UPDATES AT:
www.kansaspest.com
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T

here are situations in which a technician or
office employee may drive a personal vehicle
to perform a business-related activity: to
service clients, pick up mail, go to the bank, or run
errands for the office. It is important to consider the
risk your business assumes in these everyday
activities.
Driving a personal auto in lieu of a companyowned vehicle may seem to minimize an employer’s
liability. But companies can be held liable for
damages in the event of an accident. It is found the
individual was driving for
business, action can be taken
against the employer.
Your business can be sued
based on an employee’s use of a
personal vehicle. Generally a
basic auto policy only covers
employees while operating a
company owned vehicle for
business. When an employee
drives their own car for work,
there are actions you can take to mitigate the risk.
Purchase Hired and Non-Owned Coverage

business is found legally liable as a result of an
accident and mitigates your exposure if the
employee’s personal policy has lapsed.
Use A Company Policy To Reduce Risk

Instituting a company policy that proactively
manages risk is paramount. The policy should clearly
state when the use of a personal vehicle is allowed,
identify all job descriptions where the use of a
personal vehicle could be used. As a condition to
employment, and at least on an annual basis,
employees driving personal vehicles
should be required to provide:
Proof of a driver’s license
Vehicle inspection certificates
Copy of insurance certificates
proving personal automobile
liability coverage, including
personal injury and medical limits.
• Proof they have declared the use
of the auto for business to his or her
personal insurance carrier.
Subject employees to the same standards
established for employees who drive a company
vehicle.
•
•
•

•

Any company that allow or requires its technicians Enforce The Policy
to use personal vehicles should either purchase nonAfter establishing the policy, it should be
owned and hired insurance coverage or add it to an
communicated and actively enforced. Pest control
existing policy.
managers should be directed to monitor the safety and
maintenance of any personal vehicles that are being
Hired coverage protects the business against
utilized for business. If an employee is found out of
liability from bodily injury and property damage
compliance with the policy, action should be taken to
caused by a vehicle, whereas non-owned coverage
protects the company against liability caused by non- correct the infraction, including the reassignment of
owned vehicles, including those owned by technicians duties until the situation is corrected.
and used for work-related travel.
Mitigating risk is important to your business, hired
and non-owned auto exposure is often overlook and
In the even of an accident, this coverage
could pose financial exposure to your business.
supplements the technician’s personal auto policy,
which is typically triggered first. This coverage
By Gary Shapiro, Weisburger Insurance
provides vital protection to the company if your
DO YOU GET KPCA EMAIL NEWS?
Send an email to kansaspest@yahoo.com to sign up!

